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0 of 0 review helpful Still a great story but with less sailing action than earlier parts By Basso Bill Still a great story 
but with less sailing action than earlier parts of the series I may not get the next last book 0 of 0 review helpful Five 
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Stars By Curtis Killian good 0 of 0 review helpful An unbelieveably wonderful serie After the war with France has 
ended in 1818 Captain Adam Bolitho is given command of the newly commissioned frigate Onward and sent to North 
Africa on a diplomatic mission to accompany the French frigate Nautilus in a show of solidarity He knows he is lucky 
the voyage should be easy but Adam longs for a chance to marry the beautiful Lowenna and settle down on the 
Bolitho estate in Cornwall Instead he must deal with the envy and ambition of his officers hidden agenda The 
storytelling has an easy mastery the prose is lean and muscular without a word wasted How well Kent knows his stuff 
Not just the jargon of the high seas the pawls and maintops and the quarter boats and the catheads but the psychology 
of naval me 
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